Minutes of the meeting with Channel Partners of solar thermal group on 30.01.2013

The meeting with Channel Partners (CPs) of solar water heater was held on
30.01.2013 at MNRE in conference Room No. 108 under the Chairmanship of Joint
Secretary (JNNSM). A list of the participants is given at Annexure-I.
Director (Solar Thermal) extended warm welcome to Chairman and Joint Secretary
(JNNSM) and Channel Partners from industries. Consequent to announcement of the
Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar Mission, it was stressed for bringing the required
acceleration in the growth phase so far as the SWHS was concerned. Further industry
should work with passion in all area like product design, marketing promotion for the
industry. Concerns of industry will be addressed by the taking up the policy and regulatory
issues pertaining to this sector. Joint Secretary was requested to set-up the goal for first
year of National Solar Mission, Phase-II for CPs.

Address by Secretary

The Secretary welcomed channel partners and apprised them all that we have to work
towards the meeting the target within the constraints of limited budget availability. He also
further stressed the need to find the solution around the present challenges in the system
and achieving the target as per potential of solar water heating systems in India.
Suggestions were invited from the channel partner for intervention (mandatory provisions
in municipalities by laws) on the policy side and the need was stressed for a competitive
environment and the product useful to the end users. Need for having a standard for the
products was also stressed.

Address of Joint Secretary

He welcomed all the channel partners and need for regular interaction with the channels
partner was highlighted. Potential for more growth in this sector was highlighted to CPs
and invited suggestion on strategies which needs to be adopted for accelerated growth in
this sector. Amendment in the procedural aspect was appraised to cut short the time
taken in release of subsidy/ he also emphasized on all the routine work to be handled
through the SOLARWINE software, need for better service to the customers and better
network with availability of trained persons to handle the customers issue. CPs has to
concentrate for marketing and promotional schemes beyond Karnataka and Maharashtra
particularly in the Northern-States of India. He also stressed for a common platform for
the availability of the kind of product, their price list and on the solar water heater website.
For the promotional scheme, a joint effort need to be made by STFI, Industry and MNRE.
He also stressed for proper functioning of Helpline no. and actions taken by
agency on issues coming through helpline no. to the end users. Target for 2013-14 was
told to CPs as 2 million m2.

Important issues highlighted by MNRE

As per new OM4/1/2013/IFD dated 18.01.2013, CPs will be given the target after the
approval of competent authority and file will not be processed for finance for target
approval for year 12-13 CPs appreciated these efforts.
As per the present of processing of files it takes considerable time to claim subsidy. For
faster disbursal of subsidy following flow has been proposed for the year 13-14, and
onwards.
.



Air heating should be explored in the large industrial applications and to provide
the present installation data to the Ministry.



Target for putting up the individual manufactures price list on their website by
first week of March, 2013 and on the Ministry website by first week of April,
2013



The existing website www.solarwaterheater.gov.in to be maintained by STFI
with contributions from the channel partners. Further the website has to be
made interactive with features like availability of price list, order booking online,
comparative feature of Product available in market, price comparison.



Benefits of CDM projects. Presently being handled by the ministry was
apprised to CPs . Feedback on passing of benefit to enduser was asked for
from CPs.



Any CPs may as per their capacity constraint for the time been choose to
lower rating group as per their request to Ministry.



As of now there is low awareness particularly in the Northern-Region. cities
identified during the meeting for creating more awareness are Delhi NCR,
Dehradun, Hyderabad, Jaipur, Chandigarh, Calcutta, Coimbatore. Awareness
generation will be conducted through seminar, advertisement in print and
electronic media.



Training of technician was discussed and it was agreed to setup 25 numbers
across the country. During the meeting it was informed that few company are
already conducting training as an institutional measures and desired of opening
up the training sectors for other participants other than company person.
Company desirous of opening training facility at their online may send the
detailed report to MNRE. Performa also needs to be created on software for
sending data on training aspect.



Suggestions were also invited by Ministry on draft standards for ETC tube.
Tank and System from CP.



At present there is no system of data generation. Product wise, sector wise,
industry wise STFI and industry to come forward for availability of data on
industry website, STEFI website, and solar water heater website. This will help
in generation confidence among and user for going in for renewable energy
based system.



Software training: training will be arranged in Delhi, Ahmedabad, Pune,
Bangalore, and Hyderabad. Date will be intimated separately. CPs are
requested to send the concerned person for training to avoid problem in
submitting online reports.



Real capacity of solar water heating system to be entered. Software will be
modified soon.



All the CPs are requested to upload system photo for all installations
irrespective of capacity. Photos should be JPG or PNG with size less than 50k.



CPs can collect user name and password from NIC (011 24361891), if they
have not received the same.

Important issues highlighted by CPs.


Suggestions were made from the industry side that claim for subsidy which had
been made online needs to be admitted by the Ministry. A mechanism to this
effect needs to be in place in the software



To increase payment from 50% to 75% towards first release as delay in cash flow
hamper the working capital requirement to CPs.



Availability of soft loan for the solar thermal industry through tie-up with different
banks, Ministry to intervene.



Claim for subsidy which had been submitted online on software needs to be
admitted by the Ministry. This will help in raising working capital bank by the
industry. Further if the claims submitted can be forwarded online third party
inspection.



Necessary direction to State Nodal Agency for exemption for paying earnest
money by industry registered with NSIC.



Direction to banks to accept MNRE Accreditation for processing of loans and loan
sanction.



Ministry to examine if MNRE accreditation can serve the purpose of registration
with different Ministry as of now every Ministry/draft is following their own guideline
for registration in their department.

Presentations made during the conference


Presentation was made by Dr. Singhal on experiences gained in UNDP sponsored
SWH programme. He further highlighted availability of various knowledge
documents on the MNRE website which CPs can refer.



A presentation was made by Mr. Saji K Abraham (NIC) on common errors made by
CPs in submission of data to avoid similar mistake in future. Common mistakes
were wrong entry in system capacity, cost no of system etc.



A presentation was made by Mr. Jinturkar from M/s Sudarshan Saur on standards
for ETC and on STEFI activity by Mr. Kabra. Details presented had been covered
in the issues addressed by CPs.

The meeting ended with vote of thanks

